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Abstract

The presented research work represent a highly robust and efficient parallel computing system development for biological gene sequencing. In this research work, the existing approaches has optimized the most optimum approach available till date in the form of Smithy Waterman algorithm for gene alignment or local gene sequencing. This paper mainly emphasizes on the system development for a traceback assisted optimum diagonal sequencing approach developed with optimized smith Waterman and Myers and Millers techniques. Considering optimization approaches it can be firmly stated that the presented work not only enhances the competing efficiency but also facilitates higher optimum memory occupancy for huge data sets and pattern possibilities.
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INTRODUCTION


	
Biological Sequence Alignment


	To compare two sequences, we need to find the optimal alignment between them, which is to place one sequence above the other making clear the correspondence between similar characters. In an alignment, spaces can be inserted in arbitrary locations along the sequences. Basically, an alignment can be:
	1) Global, containing all characters of the sequences;
	2) Local, containing substrings of the sequences; or
	3) Semi global composed of prefixes or suffixes of the sequences, where leading/trailing gaps are ignored.
	In order to measure the similarity between two sequences, a score is calculated as follows: given an alignment between sequences S0and S, the following values are assigned, for instance, for each column:
	1) ma =+1, if both characters are identical (match);
	2) mi =-1, if the characters are not identical (mismatch); and
	3) G =-2, if one of the characters is a space (gap).
	The score is the sum of all these values. Figure 1 presents one possible alignment between two DNA sequences and its associated score. In Figure 1, a constant value is assigned to gaps. However, keeping gaps together generates more significant results, in a biological perspective [1]. For this reason, the first gap must have a greater penalty than its extension (affine gap model). The penalty for the first gap is G first and for each successive gap, the penalty is Gext. The difference G first – Gext is the gap opening penalty Gopen.
	[image: image]
	Figure 1: Alignment and score between sequences S0and S,
	In the proposed system model, the implementation of Smith Waterman algorithm has been taken place in two consecutive steps.
	1. Calculate the DP matrices
	2. Obtain the optimal alignment
	The first phase of the algorithm receives as input sequences S0 and S1, with sizes m and n, respectively. For sequences S0and S, there are m+1 and n+1 possible prefixes, respectively, including the empty sequence. The notation used to represent the nth character of a sequence seq is seq[n] and, to represent a prefix with n characters we useseq[1, n]. The similarity matrix is denoted H, where Hi,j contains the similarity score between prefixes S0[1. . i]and S1[1. . j].
	At the beginning, the first row and column are filled with zeroes. The remaining elements of H are obtained from (1), where p(i; j) = ma (match) if S0[i] S1[j] and mi (mismatch) otherwise. In order to calculate gaps according to the affine gap model, two additional matrices E(2) and F(3) are needed. Even with this, time complexity remains quadratic.
	The optimal score between sequences S0 and S1 is the highest value in H and the position (i , j) where this value occurs represents the end of alignment
	[image: image]
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	Step 2. (Obtain the optimal alignment).
	To retrieve the optimal local alignment, the algorithm starts from the cell that contains the highest score and follows the arrows until a zero-valued cell is reached (Fig. 2). A left arrow in Hi,j indicates the alignment of S0[i] with a gap inSi. An up arrow represents the alignment of Si[j]with a gap in S0. Finally, an arrow on the diagonal indicates that S0[i]is aligned with Si[j]
	[image: image]
	Figure 2 : DP matrix for sequences S0and S1. Bold arrows indicate the traceback to obtain the optimal alignment.
	
LITERATURE SURVEY


	Hsien-Yu Liao et al [37] advocated a scheme for biological gene sequence using Smith-Waterman algorithm which takes into consideration of the dynamic programming approach possessing higher sensitivity. In their work, they facilitated a significant enhancement in enhancing execution speed and it exhibited its superiority over the conventional sequential approach, while preserving similarity in its functional and performance sensitivity.
	Arpit, G. et al [38] developed a noble architecture called Diagonal Linear Space Alignment algorithm that was the enhanced form of FastLSA. The unique and robust approach developed was capable of performing with higher datasets sizes. Then also this approach performs process for storing data of the diagonals of the Dynamic Programming matrix in different way as it is done with FastLSA that exhibits storing of the rows and columns. The researchers have analytically and experimentally proved that their algorithm performs better than FastLSA.
	Gardner-Stephen et al [40] developed an algorithm for genomic and proteomic sequencing called DASH. The developed scheme consequences into better performance in terms of higher execution speed as compared to reference system NCBI-BLAST 2.2.6. The implementation of dynamic programming causes much enhancement that enhanced system for its highly robust and effective items exploration. Improving the efficiency of DP provides an opportunity to increase sensitivity, or significantly reduce search times and help offset the effects of the enduring high rate growth with varying datasets of different sizes.
	Aji, A.M. et al [41] presented n extremely glowing well prepared organize parallelization of the Smith-Waterman algorithm at the Cell Broadband Engine phase, a new cross multicore structural design that constrain the low − cost Playststation 3 (PS3) play game comfort and the IBM BladeCenter Q22, that presently powers the greatest supercomputer into the world, Roadrunner on Los Alamos National Laboratory. During an inventive mapping of the most favorable Smith-Waterman algorithm on top of a cluster of PlayStation PS3 nodes, in this research completion delivers twenty one to fifty five folds up speed above an elevated end multicore structural design as well as up to 449 − fold speed-up in excess of the PowerPC processor inside the PS3. Subsequently, the researchers estimated the trade-offs flanked through their Smith- Waterman completion on the Cell with obtainable software in adding up to hardware implementations as well as illustrated that the explanation achieves the most outstanding performance-toprice ratio, whilst aligning realistic series dimension and generating or forming the authentic alignments. At last, the researchers demonstrated that the low-cost explanation on a PS3 cluster advance the speed of BLAST while attain ideal compassion. To enumerate the association between the 2 algorithms in conditions of speed as well as sensitivity, the researchers formally describe as well as enumerate the sensitivity of homology investigate techniques so that trade-offs among sequence-search explanation can be appraise in a quantitative method.
	Riedel et al [58] concentrated on the spatial action appreciation problem with an algorithm pedestal on Smith- Waterman (SW) local arrangement. The projected Smith-Waterman (SW) technique consume vibrant programming with 2 dimensional spatial information to enumerate progression comparison. Smith- Waterman (SW) is glowing suited for spatial action appreciation as the technique is healthy to sound as well as can provide accommodation gaps, consequential from roadway system mistakes. Different other techniques Smith- Waterman (SW) are capable to locate as well as measure behavior entrenched within irrelevant spatial data. During testing with 3 class data information set, the researchers demonstrated the presented Smith-Waterman (SW) algorithm is competent of identifying precisely as well as imprecisely segmented spatial sequences. To standard the methods classification presentation the researchers evaluated it to the separate hidden markov model (HMM). Results demonstrated that Smith-Waterman (SW) demonstrate higher correctness than the hidden markov model (HMM), in addition to maintains superior classification accurateness with small training set size.
	Cehn, C et al [75] presented an algorithm to compute the optimal and near-optimal alignments of two sequences in linear space and quadratic time. The researchers demonstrate how this algorithm can be parallelized efficiently on a PC cluster and on a computational grid in order to reduce its runtime significantly. The grid implementation uses a hierarchical approach combining inter-cluster and intra-cluster parallelism.
	Batista, R.B et al [76] proposed the algorithm planned by Smith-Waterman is a precise technique that gets hold of most favorable local alignments in quadratic liberty and moment. For extended sequences, quadratic difficulty creates the employ of this algorithm not convenient. During this situation, parallel computing is an extremely attractive substitute. In this paper, the researchers propose and evaluate z-align, a parallel exact strategy based on the divergence concept to locally align long biological sequences using an affine gap function. Z-align runs in limited memory space, where the amount of memory used can be defined by the user. The results collected in a cluster with 16 processors presented very good speedups for long real DNA sequences. By comparing the results obtained with z-align and BLAST, it is clear that z-align is able to produce longer and more significant alignments
	
Myers-Miller and Trace-Backing Algorithm


	For long sequences, space is a limiting factor for the optimal alignment computation. Myers and Miller (MM) is the algorithm that computes optimal global alignments in linear space. It is based on Hirschberg [101], but applied over Gotoh [102]. Hirschberg’s algorithm uses a recursive divide and conquers procedure to obtain the longest common subsequence. The idea of this algorithm is to find the midpoint of the LCS using the information obtained from the forward and the reverse directions, maintaining in memory only one row for each direction (thus in linear space). Given this midpoint, the problem is divided in two smaller sub problems that are recursively divided in more midpoints.
	The MM algorithm works as follows.
	Let S0and S1 be the sequences, with sizes m and n, respectively, and i*= m/2
	[image: image]
	Figure 3: Recursive splitting procedure in MM.
	[image: image]
	To find the midpoint of the alignment, the algorithm executes a matching procedure between:1) vectors CC and RR;2) vectors DD and SS. The midpoint is the coordinate (i*,j*), where is the position that satisfied the maximum value in (4).
	[image: image]
	After the midpoint is found, the problem is recursively split into smaller subproblems (Figure 4.3), until trivial problems are found. The matching of CC with RR represents a junction of the forward alignment with the reverse alignment without a gap and the matching of DD with SS represents the junction with a gap. When there is a gap in both directions, both receive a gap opening penalty, so this duplicated penalty must be adjusted.
	
System Modeling with SW algorithm


	A brief and the generic function of Smith Waterman approach has already been discussed in previous chapter with its general characteristics and its implementation for performing parallel computing in case of gene sequencing or gene alignments applications. The SW technique performs computation for the optimal local alignment for certain pairs of data sequences as per the scoring mechanism presented by a substitution matrix and certain function named as gap penalty function. Another matrices function called substitution matrices refers for a symmetric matrix which performs assignments of the cost of gene sequential pairing bases collectively. Ultimately the computational costs are estimated from certain analyzed and retrieved substitution occurrences in data alignments for the associated data or biological sequences. The individual effective data pairs is provided certain scores that represents the observed occurrences of these kinds of occurrence in sequential alignments of evolutionarily associated data sequences. The retrieved data sets also represent the sample frequency for individual bases as few bases emerge more abruptly as compared to other. The identities are normally allotted its respective maximum possible scores, frequently occurred substitutions also take delivery of derived or assigned positive scores, but performs or exhibits matches which comes into existence in highly improbable are penalized by certain negative scores. The approach of Smith-Waterman also backs up the penalty gaps in the data sequences so as to optimize or maximize the substitution matrix. The system parameters possessing the gap penalty function affect the gap’s length and its frequency applicable with data or sequence alignment.
	In general there are three kinds of gap penalty functions. There are as follows:
	[image: image]
	The definite or fixed gap function permits a constant cost to individual gap position, irrespective of its placement in the sequential alignment. The solitary affine gap function performs penalization on the gap generation so as to persuade the assignment of new gap locations for extending the available gaps in spite of forming any new ones. It becomes a more believable framework for gaps in biological sequences as a gap multiple could be taken into consideration by a unitary evolutionary event. This approach is then extended by the double affine gap function by exhibiting certain individual gap penalty for every gap space which do extend a gap further than the threshold of those spaces; is frequently set lesser than to persuade gaps of longer length. In this research work, the author has implemented this function because it strengthens the generalization of both the fixed variables and unitary (single) affine gap functions. The most favorable sequence alignment to this scoring approach is established by estimating a set of repetitive associations over individual cell of the Dynamic Programming (DP) lookup table.
	For illustration, the below mentioned expression estimates the optimum associations by implementing optimized alignment scheme with the single affine gap penalty function:
	[image: image]
	[image: image]
	Figure 4: Illustration of data dependency for Dynamic programming.
	In above presented figure 4 it can be visualized that the cells from individual diagonal are mutually independent, and these all depend on cells from its last two diagonals.
	Consider, [image: image] refers the two input data sequences, which do performs matching for the substitution cost matrix a while another variable b refers for the single affine penalties function used for formation and extension of gaps. Taking into account of the double affine gap penalty function there is the need of the transitional gap lengths for associating with D so as to choose the optimal penalty for b. The predominant objective of M is to perform tracking of the highest alignment matrices or score for all comprising cells in the dynamic programming table. Here the ultimate optimal alignment score would be propagated to the last cell matrices , j . The pointers for individual variable or cell M i; j it is always maintained to perform tracking of the cell location with the highest possible score for alignment and for simplifying the tracking of alignment with trace back step.
	The following figure (Figure 5) presents the data dependencies considered for estimating the recurrence relations across the dynamic programming look up table. In case of certain system functional on single processor, the dynamic programming lookup table are processed in sequential way but the same in multiprocessor based system, it can be exploited efficiently for its data dependencies while exhibiting certain independent cells from individual dynamic programming table in diagonal parallel block (up to min(m; n) cells) in parallel fashion. Additionally, the other contribution of data dependencies can be signified in terms that this nature permits opportunities for cache optimization and for it only two diagonals are processed while exhibiting a computation pass so that a adequately large cache can optimize the cache coherency.
	Possessing p = min(m; n) processors, the dynamic processing lookup table might be effectively estimated in (m + n; 1) passes by performing sequential processing with individual diagonal parallel cells. Regrettably, there exists some decay in loss as some processors must stall when exhibiting non-major diagonal. And in such scenario, the highest or total count of stalls in the dynamic programming computation could be p(p1). then while, the query sequence is in general exhibited for matching against the database of multiple target sequences, and thus the estimation of dynamic computation tables can be processed with interleaving together so as to amortize the processor stalls.
	[image: image]
	Figure 5: Presentation of data dependency (a) Permits cell estimation for assigning a set of processors. (b). The exhausted cell or space which can be effectively amortized over multiple query sequence comparisons by joining their respective dynamic programming look up table as presented in figure (c).
	In this work and the prepared thesis, the author has not only enhanced the pattern alignment with a novel diagonal sequencing patter but also has made enhancements in Smith Waterman techniques while taking into account of Myers and Millers technique for performing traceback and reverse and diagonal sequential alignment. The novelty of this research work was rooted with the development of a parallel and diagonal sequence alignment system that could perform far better than other existing approaches with serial and parallel alignments.
	In order to accomplish this goal, the author has incorporated few enhancements in terms of optimized midpoints estimation, optimum averaging, and trace backing facility and sequential distance estimation for traceback in reverse as well as forward sequence so as to accomplish diagonal alignments and parallel computing. The ascending section would represent the algorithmic development made for accomplishing research objectives and dominant system enhancements.
	The enhanced the generic local gene sequencing approach by means of a highly robust and optimized traceback facility and memory optimization. This is being done while taking into account of Myers and Millers techniques. In order to accomplish the overall objectives, here in this research work, the author optimizes every encompassing components or factors that could effectively enhance the gene alignment and most optimum computing facility. The consideration of Myers and Millar algorithm made this system very effective for minimizing space constraints and thus the overall system was emerged out to be highly effect in terms of least memory utilization, wise alignments, path tracking, trace path detection, midpoint calculation etc, which ultimately played a significant role in gene sequencing with Smith Waterman (SW) approach.
	The following section elaborates the factors developed and optimized so as to accomplish the ultimate objectives of the research work.
	
Intra-Task kernel enabled Backtracking


	The sequence alignment problem is to find the optimal alignment between a query sequence q of length m symbols and a database sequence d of length n from some alphabet A. In most bioinformatics applications, A consists of symbol representing amino acids or nucleotides. To determine the score of a particular alignment, a scoring function [image: image]is used to score each pair of symbols in the alignment. A gap open penalty ρ, and a gap extension penalty σ, are commonly used to penalize gaps of unpaired symbols.
	In the implemented Smith-Waterman (SW) algorithm which is a dynamic programming algorithm which will determine the optimal local alignment between q and d given w, p, and σ. SW fills in three M× N tables E, F and H as shown in equation mentioned below. The optimal alignment score is given by the maximum score in table H. The dependencies for a cell in H are shown in Figure 6.
	[image: image] (5)
	The optimal alignment can be found by backtracking through H, but for comparisons of a query sequence to an entire database, we are generally only concerned with the score and not the actual alignment. The table can be computed with computational complexity of O(nm) but, when only the optimal score is required, the space complexity is linear.
	[image: image]
	Figure 6 : Dependencies for a cell in H of the Smith Waterman algorithm.
	Although the cell updates are vectorized, the similarity function lookup is sequential. To address this problem, a query profile creates a vectorized lookup table for the similarity scores that is unique for a given query sequence. The query sequence is split into pieces with length equal to the vector length used by Streaming SIMD Extensions (SSE). The profile is built by storing vectors of similarity scores for each piece of the query sequence compared to all symbols in the alphabet. This allows similarity function lookups to be performed in parallel. Existing approaches in general use a query profile in the inter-task kernel and we make use of the query profile in our improved intra-task kernel compare a single query sequence to a database of sequences. Each kernel uses a different strategy to find the optimal score. For each query/database sequence pair, only one kernel is used. If the database sequence length is below 3072, the intertask kernel is used. Otherwise, the intra-task kernel is used. The author in this research work has employed improvements solely in the intra-task kernel.
	
Inter-task:


	The inter-task kernel uses a single thread to compare a query and a target sequence. It tiles the tables into 8×4 tiles which are computed sequentially by the same thread in row major order. The thread will compute each cell in a tile in a column major order, storing all values needed for dependencies within a tile in registers. Once a tile is computed, the bottom row is stored in global memory and the rightmost column is stored in registers to satisfy the dependencies required by bordering tiles.
	
Intra-task:


	The intra-task kernel uses an entire thread block to find the optimal alignment score between a query sequence and database sequence. No tiling is used and the table is computed in the usual wavefront parallel. Therefore, all threads in the block are busy only when the length of the minor diagonal is a multiple of the number of threads per block.
	In the ascending section of the presented manuscript, the author has provided a detailed algorithmic development for exhibiting sequential pair alignment with intra-task kernel based parallelization scheme with optimized Smith Waterman (SW) algorithm.
	
Sequence Distance Computation


	Calculation of edit distances between two sequences and aligning the two sequences based on their edit distances is a very compute intensive process. This problem becomes n-fold when the number of sequences on which these operations have to be done are huge. Many fields have hence refrained from using edit-distance as a possible solution to solve problems. Therefore in this work the author has incorporated an optimization approach for sequential distance computation associated with the computational matrices and nodes.
	This is the matter of fact that for accomplishing an efficient sequential distance computation there is the need of a potential approach of pairwise genes alignments and in order to get it here in this thesis the author has develop and optimized an approach of pairwise alignment that could be a significant factor to compute the edit distance between two sequences and then align these sequences with an allowed fixed number of insertions, deletions and mismatches. Edit distance computation between two sequences also finds its applications in other domains. Few approaches such as edit-distance algorithm to detect correlated attacks in distributed systems was explored in our work while extracting the benefits of edit distance technique to identify the type of intrusion. The motive of employing edit distance approach was to find how close two strings are from each other and auto-check the spelling of the word accordingly. This process involved the calculation of edit distances between millions of sequences and then the alignment of these sequences. An interesting application of edit distance and alignment of two sequences is in Bio-Computation. The machines which generate the DNA data have progressed at a much rapid pace than the techniques to analyze this data. This was in fact a profound problem in our processed bio-computation domain. In the ascending section the details of algorithmic development for pairwise alignment has been provided.
	
Pairwise Alignment


	The system development approach for the proposed pairwise alignment has been presented as follows.
	Given two sequences D and Q with lengths Ld and Lq, respectively, their genetic distance can be estimated by the following mathematical expression.
	[image: image]
	[image: image]
	Figure 7 illustrates the pseudo code for the SW algorithm of the proposed implementation. The proposed method is an improved version based on the implementation introduced in chapter 3, where different pairs of sequences is assigned to different warp of threads. For each individual warp, threads cooperate and communicate through shared cache with no thread synchronization procedures. As shown in Figure 4.8, the alignment matrix is divided into parallelograms so that the computation is classified into three stages.
	Let 2 × 32 shared memory blocks store each subsection of database sequences and let 32 registers store each subsections.
	[image: image]
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	Figure 8: The architecture of the computational matrix for each pair of sequences
	In stage1, the first 32 memory spaces c[tid] are initialized as 0, which denotes no input. The following 32 memory spaces c[tid + 32] then load subject characters. The bottom row of the first parallelograms is processed by tid_31. The range of characters processed is from c_0 to c_31.
	In stage2, c[tid + 32] pass characters into c[tid] before they read new characters.
	In stage3, c[tid + 32]pass characters to c[tid] before they are set to 0, which denotes dummy characters. Cells in the bottom row of the warp alignment matrix in Figure 8 are firstly passed into shared memory by the 32th thread and written into global memory in two write operations by halfwarp of threads afterwards.
	The pseudo code in Figure 7 regarding the computation of the most inner loop is called in each stage with different subsection of the subject sequence. The intermediate data, H and F, within each parallelogram are transferred through shared memory. The swap of H and F for the next sub-section of query sequence is firstly passed into shared memory and then stored in global memory. The computations of diagonal i depend on the values of diagonal i– 1 and diagonal i–2. Therefore, the overall alignment score in the alignment matrix can be found in linear memory space. After that, the implementation is scaled up to calculate the exact matched characters between the optimal local alignments using the Myers-Miller algorithm, which was proposed to decrease the memory complexity from O(Ld × Lq) to linear memory space O(Lq) for optimal alignments.
	[image: image]
	Figure 9: Data dependency among cells and memory hierarchies
	
Searching optimal midpoints


	As described above, the local optimal regions of the alignment matrix can be calculated by two pairwise alignment implementations, one forward and one reverse. The actual trace path can be found using the Myers-Miller algorithm. As explained above, the central idea of the algorithm is to search recursively for optimal alignment residues, which are the midpoints of an optimal conversion using a forward and a reverse cost-only pairwise alignment. The below mentioned expression gives the number of matched characters between two sequences:
	[image: image]
	Here m(i, j) is equal to 1 if d= qj and 0 otherwise. From above mentioned mathematical expression, the maximum N (i, j) stands for the number of matched characters in O(Lq) memory space. Since the memory consumption for this approach grows quadratically with the length of sequences, the number of parallelizable threads is limited in this method. Therefore, this approach can be performed, but definitely infeasible to achieve high performance acceleration results. Performance significantly degrades when aligning datasets having long length of sequences. One of the predominant limitations of the majority of existing approaches was somewhat allied with linear memory space and thus computational complexity. Therefore as discussed already that the author in order to eliminate such kind of shortcomings in the existing approaches the author in this thesis has employed highly robust Myers-Miller algorithm to conquer the problem in linear memory space. These are Inter-task parallelization strategy and Intra-task parallelization strategy respectively. The former harnesses single thread to process a specific problem in an application, while the later harnesses a block of threads to divide a specific problem into sub problems with each thread processing relevant sub problems. While taking into account of inter-task parallelization approach the author realizes the dominant drawback of it in the form of computing optimal midpoints in this implementation which is caused by the insufficient various numbers of cells for each recursion. For instance, given two sequences D and Q, composed of identical characters and having the same length L (L = 40), the computation order of midpoints in both D and Q and the number of characters involved in each recursive operation. The maximum size and the minimum size of the matrix computed in the forward pass and reverse pass are 1600 and 4 respectively. Therefore, the number of characters involved varies considerably and given a fixed number of threads, loss of performance is inevitable because of thread load imbalance in the search of optimal midpoints. The computation leads to idle operations of threads when the number of threads is bigger than the characters in each sub section of D or Q. The actual thread usage ratio degrades to 1 / Ã¯Â¿Â½Ã¯Â¿Â½ when computing a sub-section with only one character, where N is the number of threads allocated to process each sub matrix.
	In this research work, in order to accomplish higher and optimum system model and sequential alignment facility the author also incorporated a system modelling for improved Intra-task parallelization strategy. Above all, one of the sequences in the sequence pair is chosen and recursively divided into segments of equal lengths. This operation stops once the length of the final segment is shorter than a threshold value T. As such, the number of the potential blocks separated from the entire matrix can be predicted. The optimal midpoints in another sequence can be calculated one by one using Myers-Miller algorithm. Then, cells in each sub-matrix are computed with their alignment directions stored in shared memory so that the trace path can be accessed later. The strategy uses the Intra-task parallelization approach and Myers-Miller algorithm. The uniqueness of this proposed approach was that this system does not compute all midpoints as a profile for the requirement of trace path can be obtained by concatenating several points on sequences. Firstly, a subject sequence in a pair alignment is divided by the number of threads until the length of the final segment is smaller enough so that its matrix alignment can be stored in shared memory. The number of midpoints can be deduced from the number of divisions performed. Secondly, midpoints on the query sequence corresponding to those on subject sequences in the same pair can be found through forward phase computations and reverse phase computations. Ã¯Â¿Â½Ã¯Â¿Â½ trace belt (see shaded area in Figure 10) is then obtained by linking all corresponding midpoints on the sequences. Until now, the actual trace path still has not been found, but it is obvious that the trace path should be within the trace belt. In some cases, the interval value between two neighbouring midpoints in query sequences is bigger than the number of threads, which is possible if there are enough gaps in subject sequences. Therefore, the query segment needs to be divided until it is small enough for shared memory data storage. Blocks composing the trace belt are then computed one by one with directions stored in shared memory. The overall trace path is the concatenation of all small trace paths in sub blocks.
	[image: image]
	Figure 10: Trace belt of the alignment matrix
	The algorithms developed for trace-backing or trace belt has been given in Figure 11. Firstly, the number of sub blocks is calculated using the length of subject sequence. This is achieved by recursively dividing the subject sequence in two until the length of resulting sub-sequence is equal to or smaller than the width of matrix in shared memory. r_no = 1 means that the final number of sub-blocks is equal to 1 if the length of query sequence is small enough. Otherwise, the size of alignment matrix outstrips the storage of shared cache. In this case, the whole matrix is loaded and passed by the forward and reverse computation to find the optimal mid-point on query sequence after the determination of the midpoints on subject sequence. The latter is defined as half the size of the subject sequence in the first computation. C, I, R and S are vectors.
	[image: image]
	Figure 11: Pseudo code of computing optimal mid points in our proposed method.
	
Optimal alignment trace back


	Up to this point, the full trace path has not found yet as not all midpoints have been computed. Figure 12 presents the pseudo code of alignment trace back for each sub-block. Though preliminary trace profile composed by sub blocks has been found, sub-blocks still cannot be put into shared memory if their heights are larger than the number of threads, which occurs when the length of the sub query sequence is longer than the corresponding length of the sub subject sequence and optimal alignments need to insert gaps in subject sequences. This is not common in homogenous sequence databases, especially in local alignments. However, for databases composed of heterogeneous sequences, there are usually gaps in a pair of optimal alignment. Here, it is necessary to check the sub-length of query sequence for the purpose of doing the final alignment by executing the pseudo code in Figure 12. Here, we divide the query sequence rather than the subject sequences. Afterwards, each sub-block is passed through the pseudo code in Figure 10 with the directions of aligned cells stored in shared memory. In the proposed approach, constants 1, 2 and 3 are used to denote the left, upper and upper-left directions respectively. The starting point is initialized as 0. Finally, the optimal alignment can be found by tracing from the cell in the bottom-right corner to the cell in the upper-left corner in the shared memory. The shared memory is then used iteratively for the next sub-matrix.
	[image: image]
	Figure 12: Pseudo code of computing matched characters of sequences in a pair. Vectors recording trace path are needed in the stage of progressive alignment.
	
Guide tree


	The Neighbor-Joining (NJ) method [103] is used to construct an un-rooted tree. Exhaustive distances between nodes are traversed from the distance matrix to identify two closest nodes at each step. For a set of sequences N, the number of distances between each pair is N * (N - 1) / 2. The traversal finds the smallest distance value and combines two closest nodes into a new node until N is equal to 1. An un-rooted tree is produced by the NJ method. Since the percentage of time consumed on the construction and rooting of guided trees is relatively small.
	
Parallelization of Progressive Alignment


	The stage of progressive alignment performs profile-profile alignment on the guided tree starting from leaf nodes up to the root node. Leaf nodes stand for the original sequences which are the initial descendent nodes composing internal nodes. The latter are produced by two aligned nodes. For each internal node, there are three combination alternatives on their descendents, namely 1) two sequences, 2) two nodes, and 3) one node with one sequence. Internal nodes can be aligned only when their left sub node and right sub node have been performed. Therefore, the computation order of nodes can be parallelized using parallel processing batches. Nodes with their left sub node and right sub node performed can be computed in the same batch. In the proposed method, the progressive alignment of the guided tree can be performed by the following steps:
	Firstly, a dependency structure corresponding to each node of the guided tree is created and used to store the attributes of each node. For each internal node, the structure contains its left descendent, right descendent and an aligned flag bit which denotes whether the node is in the waiting queue or not. For each leaf node, its left children and right children are set to 0 as it has no descendents. The flag bit is set to 1 automatically. The first launch is always performed on the internal nodes where both descendents are sequences. The pseudo code in Figure 12 presented the trace back procedure on each sub-trace. For the progressive alignment, there are some differences with the pseudo code presented in Figure 12, as not only optimal alignment scores but also optimal alignments need to be passed to the host in this instance. Hence, for each pair of profiles, the number of gaps between two alignments is accumulated exactly on specific positions and stored in two gap list vectors in global memory. Based on these lists, optimal alignments corresponding to nodes in pairs can be constructed on the host. The aligned descendents of nodes are packed into new profiles. Their aligned flags are then set to 1 and are added into a ready queue for the next launch. These operations are performed iteratively until all internal nodes are aligned.
	
RESULTS


	In the presented work a highly efficient and optimized scheme for biological gene sequencing with optimized Smith Waterman algorithm functional with Myers Miller approach and Intra-Task parallelization scheme is developed. In this work, a complete system model with a goal to come up with a Diagonal sequencing approach that can perform better than the existing serial or parallel sequencing techniques. This is matter of fact that the architectural and processing sequences in case of proposed model, causes the estimation of parametric matrices very easy such as optimal mid-point estimation, optimum trace-back approach that employs reverse and forwards diagonal sequencing etc. The overall system uniqueness has been ground rooted with Smith Waterman algorithm and for optimizing the limitations of memory factor; the author has employed the Myers and Miller algorithm for all simulation scenarios.
	In system simulation phenomenon the three system models are developed. One for serial sequencing while second advocates parallel sequencing and processing approach while the third one represent the novel system proposed by author in terms of diagonal sequencing. The overall system has been developed on Microsoft Visual Studio platform and C#, .net programming language has been preferred for system development. The developed systems have been simulated for execution time with varying query sequence length. Similarly, the speed up ratio has been estimated for varying sequence length. This is the matter of fact that the mathematical expressions and processing approaches causes the optimization in favor of diagonal sequencing approach and therefore the resulting consequences have also justified for the same. In the ascending sections the results and their analyzed significances have been discussed clearly in the respect of developed system model and its robustness in terms of various operational performance parameters.
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	Figure 13: Execution time analyses
	Figure 13 illustrates the query execution time with varying sequence length. The relative performance among serial computation, parallel approach and diagonal scheme, it can be found here that with lower sequence length the diagonal sequencing approach is optimum and thus it illustrates negligible time taken for executing any query. On the other hand as per increase in sequence length it increases but as compared to serial sequencing and parallel approach still it is very meager amount. This happens because of the vectorized look up tables and metrics retrieval from dynamic programmable (DP) tables.
	Figure 14 also advocates the same statements as in comparative graphs it can be found that as per increase in higher data counts or sequence length the diagonal sequence process and gene alignment has performed far better as compared to other approaches. In serial sequencing approach the execution time is comparatively higher as compared to parallel or proposed diagonal, this is because the serial processing has to suffer and estimate the DP tables in serial for all neighbouring matrices and thus the complete data estimation takes much time to accomplish overall sequencing. Even if this approach is employed with higher memory buffer the memory occupancy would be higher and thus the system would become bulky and hence cannot be an optimized solution for present needs.
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	Figure 14: Inclination of execution time for query analysis
	Figure 15 and Figure 16 illustrates the speed up ratio in case of parallel block sequencing and parallel diagonal block sequencing approach. From these figures it can be found that for lower sequence length the speed up ratio approaches upto 96% in case of proposed parallel diagonal sequencing systems. Even with varying sequence length the speed up performance for proposed system is higher as compared to existing generic parallel sequencing.
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	Figure 15: Speed up ratio analysis for parallel Vs Diagonal parallel
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	Figure 16: Speed up ratio analysis
	A dynamic and varying speed up analysis has been done in figure 16 where it can be found that the proposed system always follows up better initialization and continuation of speeding up even with higher sequence length. This is possible because of its novel DP parallel programming and data processing.
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	Figure 17: Number of computation
	Figure 17 illustrates the comparative analysis of number of computations and query sequence length for serial, parallel and proposed diagonal parallel sequencing or processing scheme. Here it can be visualized that in proposed system, there is the minimum need of computation even with higher sequence length. As compared to other traditional approaches, the proposed system has processed much lower computations as thus it signifies higher computation efficiency.
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	Figure 18: Number of computation variation
	Figure 18 illustrates the reduction in computational cost for parallel block based sequencing and proposed diagonal sequencing approach. Here from this figure it can be found that the proposed system has effectively reduced computation cost by the factor of more than 75% as compared to existing parallel block based processing scheme.
	
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK


	There has been a great significance of parallel computing and parallel programming paradigm in enhancing computational efficiency of various complicated systems such as genome sequencing, bulk data processing and gene alignment applications. This research work has been motivated from a goal to develop highly robust and optimized dynamic parallel programming approach that can come up with most efficient computational approach for biological gene sequencing. Considering the robustness of dynamic programming approaches here in this work, the author has proposed an optimization scheme for Smith Waterman (SW) algorithm enriched with Myers and Miller technique so as to come up with not only highly efficient computational approach but also a time and space optimization oriented system model. In this research work, author has developed a Diagonal Parallel Sequence Alignment Approach with Intra-task parallelization kernel. Here the author emphasizes its research on optimization of generic SW algorithm by means of enhancing trace backing efficiency, optimal mean estimation, forward and reverse approach of sequencing, diagonal gene sequencing with parallel alignment and enhanced pairwise sequence alignment. The consideration of Myers and Millers approach has made the system efficient by means of utilizing shared memory space and thus the associated dynamic programming lookup table makes the system functional without imposing much re-computation cost.
	In this work, the predominant factors which has been optimized with its optimum possibility is Smith Waterman algorithm which functions in a unique Diagonal Parallel Alignment rather being in conventional serial or parallel sequencing approaches. The development of diagonal parallel sequencing makes the system efficient for estimating distance matrices and query matching with neighbour matrices that reduces overall computational count and thus the overall computational cost gets reduced. Similarly, on contrary of conventional serial and parallel sequencing the proposed approach has performed much better in terms of Query execution time; speed up ratio, number of computation, reduction in computational costs etc. The analysis of the retrieved comparative results of the proposed system along with conventional serial and parallel block sequencing approach, it has been found that the proposed system performs much better speed up ratio which approaches upto 96% irrespective of number of longer query sequence length. Among the three sequencing approaches the proposed system employs negligible time span for executing queries of varying length. Even serial and parallel approaches causes increase in query execution time as per increase in query length, but in contrary, the proposed diagonal parallel paradigm illustrates invariant and negligible execution time. Considering the number of computation and computational cost, it has been found that the proposed system reduces re-computation count to a great extent as compared to parallel and serial scheme. Serial block based sequencing approach increases the computational cost by intruding overheads in terms of re-computation to execute certain query length and the worst is in conventional approaches the computation cost increases as per increase in query length, which might be the most undesirable factor in case of gene sequencing which is a much long sequencing issue.
	Considering overall performance matrices and time as well as space oriented computational optimization need, it can be stated that the proposed Diagonal Parallel Sequencing Approach has performed much better as compared to other serial and generic parallel sequencing paradigm. The developed system establishes itself as a potential candidate to be used for biological gene sequencing and parallel programming application requirements. Thus, the proposed research work is accomplished with its ultimate objectives, successfully. Although the proposed approach has illustrated much better as compared to other existing systems, but its realization with multi-core processors and certain optimized parallel processing algorithms might bring certain new hopes for further enhancements.
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